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REYKJAVIK SUMMIT: PRELIMINARY VIEW FROM MOSCOW

SUMMARY

1. GORBACHEV'S REYKJAVIK PRESS CONFERENCE CARRIED LIVE ON SOVIET TELEVISION BUT NO OFFICIAL COMMENT SO FAR.

2. GORBACHEV PUT AN UNEXPECTEDLY HIGH PRICE - SEVERE SDI CONSTRAINT - ON AGREEMENT IN OTHER ARMS CONTROL AREAS (AND HENCE ON AN EARLY SUMMIT) WHICH HE MUST HAVE KNOWN REAGAN WOULD BE UNLIKELY TO PAY. SDI AND THE US "MILITARY/INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX" NOW SPOTTED AS THE MAIN OBSTACLES TO MAJOR AGREEMENTS WHICH APPARENT SOVIET CONCESSIONS HAVE IN THEORY MADE POSSIBLE. IN ORDER TO MAKE THIS PROBABLE PROPAGANDA THEME EFFECTIVE, GORBACHEV WILL HAVE TO SHOW WILLINGNESS TO KEEP THE DIALOGUE OPEN.

DETAIL

3. ALTHOUGH SOVIET TELEVISION CARRIED GORBACHEV'S PRESS CONFERENCE ON 12 OCTOBER LIVE, THERE HAS AS YET BEEN NO OFFICIAL PUBLIC COMMENT AND THE LOGISTICS OF THE SOVIET CENTRAL MEDIA IN ANY CASE PRECLUDED THIS. THE FOLLOWING PRELIMINARY COMMENTS ARE THEREFORE SPECULATIVE AND SUBJECT TO CORRECTION WHEN THE OFFICIAL LINE EMERGES, PERHAPS LATER TODAY (13 OCTOBER).

4. SEEN FROM MOSCOW, THE SURPRISES FROM REYKJAVIK ARE THAT GORBACHEV WAS APPARENTLY PREPARED TO CONCEDE SO MUCH IN EVERY ARMS CONTROL AREA EXCEPT THE SDI. THAT HE SET SUCH A HIGH PRICE, NAMELY THE VIRTUAL FREEZING OF THE SDI, ON THE TRANSLATION OF CONCESSIONS INTO AGREEMENTS AND CONSEQUENTLY ON HIS READINESS TO ATTEND A FULLSCALE SUMMIT IN THE US. GORBACHEV MUST HAVE KNOWN THAT HIS CHANCES OF PRESSURING REAGAN INTO BACKING AWAY FROM THE SDI IN REYKJAVIK WERE MINIMAL, BUT, ALTHOUGH (AS WE HAVE REPORTED) THE SDI HAS NOT FULFILLED EXPECTATIONS BEEN IN THE FOREFRONT OF SOVIET PROPAGANDA, SUCCESS IN CONSTRAINTING IT IS EVIDENTLY STILL THE CONDITION WHICH THE POLITBROK HAS SET UPON CONCRETE PROGRESS TOWARDS STRATEGIC AND INTERMEDIATE-RANGE REDUCTIONS; AND THE CRITERION BY WHICH IT JUDGES A "PROGRESSIVE" SUMMIT, ASSUMING THAT...
5. The Soviet leadership appears, at Reykjavik, to have thrown very significant weight into the scales against the SDI. The broad principle of arm observance for at least 10 years now seems to be established (although President Reagan's vision of SDI deployment event after an elimination of strategic weapons leaves room for clarification). The offer of deep, ie 50%, cuts in strategic weapons remains on the table, apparently combined with some Soviet movement on sub-ceilings. An agreement on INF involving no third-country constraints appears to be on offer (whatever reservations we - and perhaps the Japanese - may have on a European zero-option). There was evidently some movement on nuclear testing. The SDI suddenly looks - as Gorbachev evidently intends it to - very expensive and not simply in terms of dollars.

6. The apparent extent of Soviet movement on non-SDI issues, and Gorbachev’s public commitment not to withdraw his proposals, makes it unlikely, in my view, that he went to Reykjavik simply in order to set Reagan up. In propaganda terms, he may have believed that there was at least a slender chance of scooping the pool and laying the basis for what would have been, for him, a triumphant summit in Washington. If, as was more probable, he failed to bring this off he would at least have captured the propaganda high ground and put the US “military/industrial complex” in the dock. This game-plan must, I think, have been endorsed by the Politburo before Gorbachev left for Reykjavik and possibly even before he proposed the meeting. I do not, therefore, see Reykjavik’s negative outcome as likely to damage Gorbachev’s political standing where it matters. His public image in the Soviet Union, however, may be somewhat tarnished - at least in the short-term - by the fact that he has returned from his second meeting with Reagan empty-handed, despite his self-proclaimed concessions. This could reinforce grass-roots views that in dealing with the Americans it does not pay to be reasonable or to turn the other cheek.

7. If Gorbachev does lose any ground at home in this way, however, I would expect him to recapture it quickly with an energetic propaganda campaign designed both to reinforce the Soviet Union’s image as the leading force for peace, and for freedom from nuclear terror on Earth or in Space, and to mobilize Western opinion against the SDI as, apparently, the only obstacle to the greatest breakthrough in arms control for decades (this will doubtless be Karpov’s main objective in London, and other Soviet emissaries to other European capitals). Such a campaign will have to be matched by a continuing Soviet willingness to talk at Geneva and elsewhere: it would be self-defeating for Gorbachev now to put up the shutters on east-west dialogue. In the long term, Reykjavik may prove to have been valuable.
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